
FREEDOM FROM THE FLESH 
GALATIANS 5:13-15

Grace is amazing, but what about our flesh? Do we just let it have its way 
because God’s grace simply covers it?
 It is true we have freedom in grace, but it does not give us freedom to feed 

our flesh a feast of the things God still hates, defined in scripture as sin, 
rebellion, mastery (addiction) and idolatry.

 God’s moral laws are still His high standards and we must keep them.
 Like the Israelites in the days of the judges, people today are crying out to 

do what is right in their own eyes. Judges 17:6; 21:25; Deut. 12:8
 In God’s application of grace to His kids, He never relinquishes His holy 

moral standards. Why? Because sin still destroys, still brings death and 
decay. See Prov. 6:16-19, Rom 1: 22-27, Lev 20:13 and many, many 
others, including part of the remainder of this book.
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SO WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT SIN?
 When people choose to persist in any sin, they develop less and less 

control over it until eventually they forfeit any choice entirely. 
 Except for the extremity of their situations, debilitated addicts are no 

different from most of unsaved humanity. “Truly, truly,” Jesus said, 
“everyone who commits sin is the slave of sin.” John 8:34

 Fallen man is a slave to his sinful nature. This is the primary reason an 
addict cannot successfully control his sinful thoughts and actions even 
when he may want to: He has no power to overcome it without the Holy 
Spirit, which dwells in us as grace-filled believers. 

 When we sin, ironically, the more we assert our self-centered freedom to 
sin, the more we become enslaved to the sin we commit.

 Jesus gives the prescription for true freedom. “If therefore the Son shall 
make you free, you shall be free indeed.” John 8:36 
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WE NOW HAVE FREEDOM—TO NOT SIN
 Christianity is liberation. Libertine lack of restraint is not that grace 

liberation but licentiousness, slavery again to sin.
 This idea of Christian freedom is so easily misinterpreted and misapplied. 

Verses 13-15 briefly explain freedom’s basic nature and purpose, and in 
verse 16 explains how God makes provision for us to live in grace-filled 
freedom.

 Because the opposite extremes of legalism and antinomianism are both 
man-centered, they have always been attractive to our flesh. 

 The legalist satisfies himself, and presumably God, by adhering to a 
strict external code of do’s and don’ts.

 The antinomian, on the other hand, satisfies himself by rejecting all 
codes and living completely according to his personal lusts and desires. 

So how do we deal with this freedom?
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IN THE FREEDOM OF GRACE, WE ACTUALLY 
OUGHT TO OPPOSE OUR FLESH  v.13b

 First, Paul makes clear that the freedom of the gospel of grace is not 
tolerance of self-indulgence. 

 Grace freedom does not satisfy the desires of the flesh but opposes 
those desires—running away from them, not towards them. 

 Whatever Christian freedom is, it is clearly not the right of believers to 
return to that from which Christ paid with His own life to save us. 

 Although a true believer may fall into serious sin, his renewed 
conscience and Christ’s own indwelling Spirit will not allow him to 
enjoy it for long.

 The new nature we have in the freedom of grace hates sin and loves 
the righteousness of God. Rom. 7:14-25; 2 Pet. 2:18-21
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FREEDOM IN GRACE

 Freedom in grace is not selfish; we ought to serve others. v.13c
 Freedom in grace: We ought to fulfill not forsake God’s moral laws. v.14
 Freedom in grace: We always ought to avoid harming or stumbling 

others. v.15
 Since God is love (1 John 4:12-21) then lovelessness is utterly ungodly, 

sinful and destructive, and sin that runs wild and unbridled is 
lovelessness at its worst!

So we are called to freedom— the freedom of loving sinless 
living—lives that walk the bridge over legalism and license,

down a road called Grace.
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